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A kingdom of dreams series

A Kingdom of Dreams First paperback edition coverAuthorJudith McNaughtCountryUnited StatesLanguageEnglishSeriesWestmoreland seriesGenreHistorical, romancePublisherPocket BooksPublication date1 March 1989Media typePrint (hardback & paperback)ISBN0-671-63780-0 First edition, hardbackOCLC19342529Followed byWhitney My Love
A Kingdom of Dreams is a 1989 New York Times bestselling historical romance novel written by American author Judith McNaught.[1] It is set during the early 16th century. Plot summary Jennifer Merrick is the feisty daughter of a Scottish laird. Royce Westmoreland, the "Black Wolf", is sent by the King of England to wage war against Scotland.
When Royce's brother, Stefan Westmoreland, kidnaps Jennifer and her stepsister, Brenna, and brings them to Royce's camp, the lives of the two become intertwined. Royce and Jennifer must marry by order of the King of England and the King of Scotland after they consummate their keeper-prisoner relationship. Forced to accept the marriage,
Jennifer's family try to make the marriage fail by intending to send her to become a nun in a convent after the wedding reception. Royce beats the family plan by kidnapping her first and takes her to his home. The King of England orders the two families to settle their score in a tournament where Jennifer must choose which family her loyalty lies with.
Reception and legacy Romantic Times gave A Kingdom of Dreams a favorable review and a five-star rating.[2] Library Journal noted that the book is "filled with McNaught's trademark mix of lush romance and horrible conflict", and that the Westmoreland family was iconic in the genre, with significant impact on Romance fandom.[3] NYT bestselling
Romance authors Tanya Anne Crosby and Sarah MacLean are both fans of the work. Crosby credits it for inspiring her to write her first published book, Angel of Fire.[4] When MacLean writes a new book, she rereads all of McNaught's works, ending with A Kingdom of Dreams: "Here’s why – I am a sucker for the black moment. I adore the moment
when the hero and heroine are both broken in their own way, and they – and the reader – can’t imagine how this love story will ever work out.[5] A Kingdom of Dreams features prominently in Sex and the Genre: The Role of Sex in Popular Romance by Codruţa Goşa of the West University of Timișoara, where the novel's five sex scenes are compared
with those of Nora Roberts’s Enchanted and Sandra Brown’s Fanta C (the three being selected as examples of works of bestselling Romance authors in Romania).[6] In a 2006 prank interview on WFMU's The Best Show with Tom Scharpling, American musician Marky Ramone appeared to credit the book as sparking his interest in the historical
romance genre, which led him to write a romance novel of his own, Lady Wainsworth's Desires.[7][8] The book has been rereleased numerous times, and translated into more than ten foreign languages.[9][better source needed] References ^ "PAPERBACK BEST SELLERS: April 2, 1989". New York Times. April 2, 1989. Retrieved 30 January 2016. ^
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Retrieved 2016-02-01. ^ "A Kingdom of Dreams > Editions". Retrieved 2016-02-01. Retrieved from " #1 bestselling author Judith McNaught dazzles with this beloved romantic classic, “one of the best ever” (Rendezvous), in which two defiant hearts clash over a furious battle of wills in a glorious age of chivalry. Abducted from her convent school,
headstrong Scottish beauty Jennifer Merrick does not easily surrender to Royce Westmoreland, Duke of Claymore. Known as “The Wolf,” his very name strikes terror in the hearts of his enemies. But proud Jennifer will have nothing to do with the fierce English warrior who holds her captive, this handsome rogue who taunts her with his blazing
arrogance. Boldly she challenges his will—until the night he takes her in his powerful embrace, awakening in her an irresistible hunger. And suddenly Jennifer finds herself ensnared in a bewildering web…a seductive, dangerous trap of pride, passion, loyalty, and overwhelming love. Click on the cover image above to read some pages of this book!
From sweeping passion to taut suspense, Judith McNaught has entertained millions with a stunning array of emotions in nine dazzling bestsellers. In this beloved classic, "one of the best ever" "(Rendezvous), " two defiant hearts clash in a furious battle of wills -- in a glorious age of chivalry.Abducted from her convent school, headstrong Scottish
beauty Jennifer Merrick does not easily surrender to Royce Westmoreland, Duke of Claymore. Known as "The Wolf," his very name strikes terror in the hearts of his enemies. But proud Jennifer will have nothing to do with the fierce English warrior who holds her captive, this handsome rogue who taunts her with his blazing arrogance. Boldly she
challenges his will...until the night he takes her in his powerful embrace, awakening in her an irresistible hunger. And suddenly Jennifer finds herself ensnared in a bewildering web...a seductive, dangerous trap of pride, passion, loyalty, and overwhelming love. Well-developed main characters with a compelling mutual attraction give strength and
charm to this romance set in 19th-century Great Britain. -- Publishers Weekly on ALMOST HEAVEN Judith McNaught not only spins dreams, but she makes them come true... She makes you laugh, cry and fall in love again. This book is a cherished treasure. -- RT Book Reviews on SOMETHING WONDERFUL A perennial favorite, Judith McNaught
adds a new layer of suspense to her latest romantic release. Her unique voice and talent shine through in this exciting tale of loyalty, love and danger. -- RT Book Reviews on NIGHT WHISPERS ...Romance is McNaught's bread and butter and she serves it up in abundance. -- Publishers Weekly on SOMEONE TO WATCH OVER ME A wonderful love
story...fast-paced and exciting...great dialogue! -- New York Times bestselling author Jude Deveraux on WHITNEY, MY LOVE The ultimate love story, one you can dream about forever. -- RT Book Reviews on WHITNEY, MY LOVE Judith McNaught is in a class by herself. -- USA Today on WHITNEY, MY LOVE A mixture of virtue and passion that is
almost-ahem-perfect. -- Kirkus Reviews on PERFECT Judith McNaught comes close to an Edith Wharton edge. -- The Chicago Tribune on PARADISE Fans of Danielle Steel and Janet Daily who enjoy a stylish... fast-paced story will welcome McNaught. -- Library Journal on PARADISE By portraying her protagonists with verve and good humor, and
adroitly mixing corporate maneuvers and passionate encounters, McNaught has produced a captivating tale. -- Publishers Weekly on PARADISE People have been waiting for this book for years... Until You takes you on a roller-coaster ride of emotions. -- Kathe Robin in USA Today on UNTIL YOU Judith McNaught once again works her unique magic
in this charming, sparkling romance. -- RT Book Reviews on REMEMBER WHEN Judith McNaught is a magical dreamspinner, a sensitive writer who draws on our childhood hopes and reminds us of loves power. A KINGDOM OF DREAMS will stay in your heart forever and be a classic on your shelves. -- RT Book Reviews on A KINGDOM OF DREAMS
ISBN: 9780671737610 ISBN-10: 0671737619 Series: Westmoreland Dynasty Saga Audience: General Format: Paperback Language: English Number Of Pages: 464 Published: 31st May 1991 Country of Publication: US Dimensions (cm): 17.12 x 10.9 x 2.67 Weight (kg): 0.21 by Eva Silva Travers, Director of All Things Creative, Writers of the Round
Table Inc. I recently participated in a Dreaming Room weekend workshop with Mr. Michael Gerber, best-selling author of the E-Myth books. For those of you who aren’t familiar with Mr. Gerber, his inspirational message and his motivating paradigm, he is an entrepreneurial genius. In fact, the “E” in E-Myth stands for Entrepreneurial. Now, before
you go and assume that the Dreaming Room is a how-to-intensive-immersion-course from which you emerge with all of the proscriptive, objective tools and a how-to manual to go and build yourself a business, think again. Let’s just say the Dreaming Room is aptly named. Midway through the first night, me and the 25 or so other people in the room
were all listening to Mr. Gerber with rapt attention. And most of us were probably wondering what the heck we were going to do with the pads of blank paper and assorted colored pens before each of us. Well, Gerber suddenly told us to go to the first page and start to dream. He advised us not to talk to one another, said he’d be back in 20 minutes
and quietly left the room. I glanced sideways at my neighbors, picked out a green pen, and then sat there for 5 minutes with nothing but this doodle that I’ve done for 20 years running through my brain. Long story short, the picture posted here is what I ended up with. The leaves on the flower represent the elements essential to the development of
any creative project: intuition, focus, intention, voice, creation, and empathy. At the center of it all is heart…because without it, our work has no proper foundation. The people grasping for the individual petals have the right idea, but don’t yet see the bigger picture and what it has to offer. That is, they don’t see the beautiful flower…just its individual
elements. The hand from which the flower grows also supports those individual people. And the roots from which the flower grows come from the mindset of ABUNDANCE.
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